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Thorough, detailed explanations for every Logical Reasoning question in PrepTest 50.Written by
a top-scoring HarvardReady program developer. Detailed argument breakdowns to tailor how
each question should be approached, start to finish. Not only explains why each answer choice
is right or wrong, but also how to pick out an answer’s legitimacy efficiently.



PrepTest 50Section 21. Question Type: Inference (variant)Answers:(A) If it was within the
tenant’s control, then it does not meet the condition for the exception, and since it was not
recorded in the list, then the tenant must pay for the damage.(B) This could work – we know it’s
outside the tenants’ control, so this could fall into the exception noted in the stimulus.(C) We
don’t necessarily know the children’s actions are outside the tenant’s control.(D) This doesn’t
seem to play off of anything noted in the stimulus.(E) If they weren’t recorded, they have to be
paid for (unless outside the tenant’s control, but we have no reason to believe this).Best Answer:
(B)2. Question Type: WeakenRandy’s claim: When the mayor used her influence to get Azco on
the air, she demonstrated her concern for keeping a diversity of news programming
available.Marion’s claim: The reason for her action can actually be fully explained by a cruder
motive of rewarding a political supporter.Answers:(A) This doesn’t change much – regardless of
Azco’s expectations, the mayor might still be trying to reward them.(B) This works – it shows that
the mayor is doing this for news stations regardless of support.(C) This doesn’t have any effect
on the mayor’s motives.(D) This also doesn’t have much of an effect – it does present another
potential (albeit similarly crude) motive, but does nothing to show that the presented motive is
false.(E) Irrelevant – this doesn’t seem to have any effect in terms of Marion’s claim.Best Answer:
(B)3. Question Type: FlawConclusion: The measurements of the trout show the average trout in
that river to weight 1.6kg.Reasoning: These were the results of the averages of trout submitted
by any angler who caught at least two trout, who selected the two trout to submit.Flaw: Sample –
if the anglers are choosing the trout to submit, there’s a good chance they’re selecting specific
trout. In other words, for example, if they’re trying to show off with the biggest trout they caught,
this would put into question whether the trout submitted are representative of the trout
population in the river.Answers:(A) Perfect – this highlights the flaw noted above.(B) While
sampling is arguably an anecdotal exercise, there’s nothing wrong with that in this case. In other
words, even if this is anecdotal, if the anecdotal sample is representative of the population, this
could still be valid.(C) The argument’s conclusion is specifically limited to the beginning of this
season, so such cross-season variations are irrelevant.(D) Irrelevant – the conclusion is limited
to this specific season.(E) Irrelevant – the conclusion is limited specifically to trout.Best Answer:
(A)4. Question Type: Main PointConclusion: Knowing what people value can help predict their
actions.Reasoning: There’s a strong correlation between what people value and how they act,
which can be seen by the example that those who value wealth will take high paying jobs in
undesirable locations over low paying ones in desirable locations.Answers:(A) Other way around
if anything, in that knowing what people value can help one infer how they’ll behave.(B) The
main point has little to do with what people ‘claim’.(C) While possibly true, not the main point.(D)
Same as (C) – while may be true, this isn’t the main point.(E) Perfect – a near ideal paraphrase
of the conclusion noted above.Best Answer: (E)5. Question Type: Paradox (Except)
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then the tenant must pay for the damage.(B) This could work – we know it’s outside the tenants’
control, so this could fall into the exception noted in the stimulus.(C) We don’t necessarily know
the children’s actions are outside the tenant’s control.(D) This doesn’t seem to play off of
anything noted in the stimulus.(E) If they weren’t recorded, they have to be paid for (unless
outside the tenant’s control, but we have no reason to believe this).Best Answer: (B)2. Question
Type: WeakenRandy’s claim: When the mayor used her influence to get Azco on the air, she
demonstrated her concern for keeping a diversity of news programming available.Marion’s claim:
The reason for her action can actually be fully explained by a cruder motive of rewarding a
political supporter.Answers:(A) This doesn’t change much – regardless of Azco’s expectations,
the mayor might still be trying to reward them.(B) This works – it shows that the mayor is doing
this for news stations regardless of support.(C) This doesn’t have any effect on the mayor’s
motives.(D) This also doesn’t have much of an effect – it does present another potential (albeit
similarly crude) motive, but does nothing to show that the presented motive is false.(E) Irrelevant
– this doesn’t seem to have any effect in terms of Marion’s claim.Best Answer: (B)3. Question
Type: FlawConclusion: The measurements of the trout show the average trout in that river to
weight 1.6kg.Reasoning: These were the results of the averages of trout submitted by any angler
who caught at least two trout, who selected the two trout to submit.Flaw: Sample – if the anglers
are choosing the trout to submit, there’s a good chance they’re selecting specific trout. In other
words, for example, if they’re trying to show off with the biggest trout they caught, this would put
into question whether the trout submitted are representative of the trout population in the
river.Answers:(A) Perfect – this highlights the flaw noted above.(B) While sampling is arguably
an anecdotal exercise, there’s nothing wrong with that in this case. In other words, even if this is
anecdotal, if the anecdotal sample is representative of the population, this could still be valid.(C)
The argument’s conclusion is specifically limited to the beginning of this season, so such cross-
season variations are irrelevant.(D) Irrelevant – the conclusion is limited to this specific season.
(E) Irrelevant – the conclusion is limited specifically to trout.Best Answer: (A)4. Question Type:
Main PointConclusion: Knowing what people value can help predict their actions.Reasoning:
There’s a strong correlation between what people value and how they act, which can be seen by
the example that those who value wealth will take high paying jobs in undesirable locations over
low paying ones in desirable locations.Answers:(A) Other way around if anything, in that
knowing what people value can help one infer how they’ll behave.(B) The main point has little to
do with what people ‘claim’.(C) While possibly true, not the main point.(D) Same as (C) – while
may be true, this isn’t the main point.(E) Perfect – a near ideal paraphrase of the conclusion
noted above.Best Answer: (E)5. Question Type: Paradox (Except)Discrepancy: Elderly people
living in a particular town who resided there their whole lives have worse health than elderly
people living in that town who moved there recently.Answers:(A) This explains the situation – it
highlights why people who moved there recently would have better health.(B) This seems
irrelevant – we don’t particularly care about the majority of the people who moved in who happen
to be young. The argument specifically compares the elderly populace of each group. Thus, this



could work as the correct answer.(C) This could explain it, as people moving in would, on
average, have better health.(D) This also explains why the people moving in would achieve
better health.(E) This shows that the people moving are more likely to be in better health, which
also explains the situation.Best Answer: (B)6. Question Type: FlawConclusion: An architectural
style that combines elements of Roman and postmodern styles would be both beautiful and
dramatic.Reasoning: Roman architecture is beautiful, while postmodern architecture is
dramatic.Flaw: Part/whole variant – the argument is assuming that because Roman architecture
is beautiful, then anything that any part of it is beautiful (and the same for postmodern
architecture and its being dramatic). But we don’t necessarily know that – perhaps the
postmodern elements cancel out the beauty of Roman architecture?(A) Close, but the argument
doesn’t assume that the components need to have those properties for the whole to have the
properties – it assumes that because the components do have the properties, that the whole will
have them as well.(B) The argument never claims or assumes that the drama of postmodern art
is its most salient feature.(C) Absolutely – in other words, the argument fails to consider the
possibility that combining Roman and postmodern architecture might result in a loss of one of
their properties (eg, the beauty of roman architecture.
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